A. Brunei proved that a conservative Markov operator, P, has a finite invariant measure if and only if every operator Q = 2"=0 a"P" where a"^0 and 2 an = l is conservative.
Introduction.
We shall use the notation and definitions of [3] . Let us quote some basic results:
The operator F is conservative if and only if for every O^fe Lx the sum 2 "=o Pnf assumes the values 0 or oo only.
The We shall study operators of the form ß = 2"=o <x-nP" where <x"^0 and 2«"=1.
Such operators will be called convex power series of P, and denoted by A(P) where A(z) = J_ñ=o *«**.
1. Conditions for Q to be conservative. Theorem 1.1. Let P be a conservative operator and Q=A(P) a convex power series of P. If 2«-i «oc"< co then Q is conservative too.
Proof.
Note first that 00 OO / OO V 00
Put yn=l -(a0+ ' ' -+aJ then, by assumption, 2 ym<°°-Define K= 2 ynPn then Kis a positive bounded operator on L\. An easy computation shows that I-Q = (I-P)K. Thus if 0^/e Lx and (7-0/^0 then (I-P)Kfi^.O and (I-P)Kf=0 because P is conservative. By the characterization of conservative operators, given in the introduction, Q is conservative too. Remark. Every finite convex combination of Pk is conservative.
For the rest of this section we shall assume that £ is ergodic and conservative and study 2¡¿(g). If A e 2,(g) or 1_¿=2 ^nP^A tnen whenever aM#0 £"1 A<1 A (since P"1A<1) and thus £"l^=l,i since P" is conservative.
Let r be the maximal common divisor of« such that a"5^0. Then, on the one hand, Q= 2«Lo anr£"r, and on the other hand there exist nx • • • n¡ with xn #0 and nr=qxnx+ ■ ■ ■ +7¡«, withí7¿ positive integers and n^.N. Thus, l^=P<-v+1)rlA=prpN\A=Pr\A.
To summarize S,.(ß) = i:2(£0 for some integer r. Let us take an atom A, of 2¿(£r). Put P'\A=f, l^j^r-l. Note that feZ^P") too. Put £E = {x:/(x)^e}, £0={x:/(jc)>0}; both sets are in S,(£r). Now/^el^/thus \A=Pr-if^zePr-}\Be hence Pr-'1B,^1.¿. Let e->-0 to conclude Pr_il7i^l.,.
Since ,4 is an atom and Pr~'\B is invariant under Pr, we must have Pr~i\n=const 1^. Now£rl7i=lJS so the constant is one. Thus P^'l^P^/but 1B^/. Therefore, 2PB(lz,-/)<co or/=l7i. Then ¡|ß"(Pi-P2)llaJ0^A/H) " a ' ß where K is a constant.
First let us reduce the problem to the case where a=/?=-2-:
If a<i then 2=M-Pi+F2) where P'1=2aP1+(I-2a)P2 and P[-P2=
2a(P1-P2).
Following [8] we write q\p, -f2) = ¿J Qpipr*(Pi -p
We may assume that n is even. Since (k) increases as k increases from 0 to m/2 and then decreases as k goes from n/2 to n the sum of absolute values is bounded by (2/2")(n/2) which is, by Stirling's formula, bounded by K/^Jn, and hence the lemma follows. Let P be an operator and 2 = 2™=o Kn^"> a¿ = 0, 2 «¡=L Assume that a¿ and x, (/</) are the first nonzero coefficients. 3. Dissipating power series. Let us call a power series ^(z)=2i° a7>z" dissipating if (1) a"^0, (2) .4(1)= 1, and (3) there is some conservative operator £ with A(P) dissipative. Theorem 1.1 says simply that if A'(\) is finite then A is not dissipating. The main purpose of this section is to establish a converse: namely if A'(I) is infinite then A is dissipating. We first make a slight detour to discuss renewal sequences. Recall that {un}^=l, 0_«"_1, is said to be a renewal sequence if there is a sequence {fn}n=i, /"=0, 2f/ß^l suchthat
If P=(Pij)?,j=i is a Markovian transition matrix with all states forming a single ergodic class, the condition for recurrence or conservativeness is simply 2™=o/'n) = + oo where p^ is the ij entry in P". It is well known that {pii)n=i forms a renewal sequence. Here the/, of (1) represent the probability that first return to 1 takes place at time n. We shall need the simple converse. then {un} is a renewal sequence. Indeed as D. G. Kendall [6] has shown, these are precisely the "infinitely divisible" renewal sequences. We shall also need the following lemma, a proof of which may be found in [1] .
Lemma 3.2. If x¡ is a sequence of nonnegative numbers that tend to zero asj^-co then there is a renewal sequence {un}, in fact, an infinitely divisible one, such that 2i° un= + oo but 2í° unbn<. oo. The formal interchanges of summations is justified since all the terms are nonnegative and the final result is a finite quantity. □ It is worth remarking that even when a conservative operator P has no finite invariant measure there are dissipating power series A(z) such that A(P) is conservative. To see this it suffices to consider the special translation invariant Markov chains on the integers Z-the random walks defined by {p¡}, a probability distribution on Z. A necessary and sufficient condition for recurrence is known here in terms of (p(v)='2,-00 pnetnv, the characteristic function of 93, namely i *Re (--) dv = +00 [9, Chapter 11.81.
J-, \1 -f(v)J Picking p¡ with prescribed behavior at infinity and using a Tauberian theorem to relate the behavior of <p(v) at v=0 one readily produces examples for the phenomenon described above.
